Docetaxel-loaded PLGA and PLGA-PEG nanoparticles for intravenous application: pharmacokinetics and biodistribution profile
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Abstract: Docetaxel is a highly potent anticancer agent being used in a wide spectrum of cancer types. There are important matters of concern regarding the drug’s pharmacokinetics related to the conventional formulation. Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is a biocompatible/biodegradable polymer with variable physicochemical characteristics, and its application in human has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration. PLGA gives polymeric nanoparticles with unique drug delivery characteristics. The application of PLGA nanoparticles (NPs) as intravenous (IV) sustained-release delivery vehicles for docetaxel can favorably modify pharmacokinetics, biofate, and pharmacotherapy of the drug in cancer patients. Surface modification of PLGA NPs with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) can further enhance NPs’ long-circulating properties. Herein, an optimized fabrication approach has been used for the preparation of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs loaded with docetaxel for IV application. Both types of NP formulations demonstrated in vitro characteristics that were considered suitable for IV administration (with long-circulating sustained-release purposes). NP formulations were IV administered to an animal model, and docetaxel’s pharmacokinetic and biodistribution profiles were determined and compared between study groups. PLGA and PEGylated PLGA NPs were able to modify the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of docetaxel. Accordingly, the mode of changes made to pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of docetaxel is attributed to the size and surface properties of NPs. NPs contributed to increased blood residence time of docetaxel fulfilling their role as long-circulating sustained-release drug delivery systems. Surface modification of NPs contributed to more pronounced docetaxel blood concentration, which confirms the role of PEG in conferring long-circulation properties to NPs.
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Introduction
Medically known as malignant neoplasm, cancer includes a wide spectrum of various diseases that generally involve a circumstance of unregulated cell growth.1 Cancer cells proliferate uncontrollably and potentially affect nearby organs, resulting in disorders. Although new diagnostic and therapeutic approaches have improved the level of success of therapy and the quality of life of patients, cancer is still a leading cause of death all around the world.2 Accordingly, currently applied and well-established treatments for cancer (eg, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and surgery) have proven to be variably effective depending on the type of cancer.3 For example, primary solid tumors being localized in the body can usually be removed by surgical interventions...
or subjected to radiation therapy to shrink the cancer tissue. However, cases with spreading features and tumor metastasis require extensive chemotherapy. Chemotherapy uses highly cytotoxic agents that interfere with normal cell activities such as cell division and growth upon entering the body and might also activate cell death pathways, promoting tumor shrinkage.

After administration, most anticancer agents demonstrate widespread distribution throughout the body and therefore can easily reach nontumor tissues. Furthermore, most chemotherapeutic agents possess a fairly rapid elimination rate after administration to the body. The widespread distribution of chemotherapeutic agents along with their fast elimination from the body results in a pronounced drop in the systemic concentration of anticancer agents. Therefore, to reach the required systemic therapeutic levels in the body, anticancer agents are required to be administered at high and frequent doses. However, most types of anticancer agents do not discriminate between normal cells and cancer cells.

Nonspecific activity and widespread distribution of anticancer agents in the body lead to systemic toxicity and adverse effects. Accordingly, a delicate balance must be maintained between the therapeutic and toxic effectiveness of anticancer agents. Otherwise, underdosing results in lack of therapeutic outcomes and overdosing can lead to immoderate toxicity. Toxicity due to anticancer agents and extensive adverse effects are common and fairly important in patients undergoing chemotherapy. They are of great importance because depending on the type of cancer and anticancer drug regimen, patients can experience a wide range of adverse effects. This can potentially lead to extreme patient suffering and discomfort that secondarily contributes to delays, reduction of dose, and cessation of chemotherapy.

Anticancer agents often have variable physicochemical characteristics (eg, variable water solubility). Incorporation of such active agents into formulations suitable for administration to the body requires the use of nonactive ingredients (ie, excipients) such as cosolvents and vehicles in the formulation. Interestingly, these excipients can cause serious side effects on their own (eg, hypersensitivity reaction, nephrotoxicity, and neurotoxicity) to a level that would also contribute to cessation of chemotherapy. Therefore, development of strategies that can modify cancer chemotherapy by intervening the mechanisms that lead to toxicity would help patients tolerate the adverse effects, comply with cancer treatment regimen, and ultimately have a better quality of life.

Docetaxel is a member of the taxane family (antineoplastic agents), which exert their cytotoxic effects on microtubules. It is derived semisynthetically from 10-deacetyl-baccatin III that is isolated from trees of the *Taxus* family (eg, *T. baccata* and *T. brevifolia*). Docetaxel inhibits the proliferation of cells by inducing a sustained block at the metaphase–anaphase boundary by disrupting the microtubular network necessary for mitotic cellular function. It inhibits the disassembly of tubulin leading to inhibited cell division and cell death. Docetaxel has demonstrated antitumor activity in patients with recurrent ovarian cancer, non-small-cell lung cancer, metastatic and adjuvant breast cancer, squamous cell head and neck cancer, and gastric cancer. In addition to these indications, docetaxel has demonstrated activity in previously treated patients with carcinomas of endometrial cancer, esophageal cancer, bladder cancer, prostate cancer, small cell lung cancer, as well as lymphomas and other neoplasms. The drug has a high level of plasma protein binding (>90%) and possesses a relatively large volume of distribution ($V_d$) accompanied with binding to a wide range of tissues. However, its peak plasma concentrations generally exceed levels required to induce relevant biologic effects. Docetaxel is insoluble in water, and hence a combination of ethanol and tween 80 (polysorbate 80) has been used in the commercial docetaxel formulation (taxotre®) to increase its solubility. Issues such as hypersensitivity reactions, decreased uptake by tumor tissue, and increased exposure of other body compartments to the drug have been accompanied with the formulation and are believed to be due to formulation ingredients (ethanol/tween 80).

Accordingly, alternate drug delivery systems that help circumvent problems accompanied with docetaxel pharmacotherapy are needed. “Particulate drug carrier systems” have long been used to address such problems with anticancer drug pharmacokinetics. In particular, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) polymer whose application in human has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration has been widely used to prepare spectacular nanoparticles (NPs) as drug delivery vehicles. NP–drug association can provide favorable impacts on pharmacokinetics of the parent drug, leading to favorable pharmacodynamics and biological responses.

PLGA has a variable nature that gives different physicochemical characteristics to the polymer. Other than the polymer itself, there are several NP fabrication methods introduced to the field. Therefore, any PLGA NP formulation is uniquely distinct from another formulation prepared differently. This brings attraction and novelty to the field of drug.
delivery using PLGA NP and leaves more space to explore. Herein, an optimized fabrication approach (data not shown) has been used for the preparation of PLGA NPs loaded with docetaxel for intravenous (IV) application. Drug-loaded NPs were prepared and characterized as long-circulating sustained-release delivery vehicles of docetaxel. Surface-modified PLGA NPs with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) have also been prepared using the copolymer of PLGA and PEG to have a NP formulation with enhanced long-circulating features. Then, PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs were intravenously administered to our animal model, and the pharmacokinetic and biodistribution profiles of docetaxel were determined and compared between study groups.

Materials and methods

Materials

PLGA polymer with acid terminal group, lactide:glycolide monomer ratio of 50:50, and low-molecular-weight (ie, 6,700 Da, PLGA inherent viscosity of 0.15–0.25 dL/g in hexafluoroisopropanol) was purchased from Absorbable Polymers International (Pelham, AL, USA). PLGA–PEG diblock copolymer (50:50 PLGA attached to mPEG 5000, 15%, wt) was obtained from Evonik Degussa Corporation (Birmingham, AL, USA). Docetaxel was purchased from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA). BALB/c mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories Inc. (Saint Constant, QC, Canada). All procedures were conducted in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals and were approved by the Animal Care and Supply Committee of the University of Saskatchewan. All reagents were analytical grade or above and used as received unless otherwise stated.

Methods

Preparation of NPs

Docetaxel-loaded NPs were prepared from PLGA or PLGA–PEG diblock copolymer using a modified emulsification solvent evaporation technique as established in our laboratory. Briefly, the polymer and proper amount of drug were dissolved in ethyl acetate to give a solution of 10% (w/v) PLGA or PLGA–PEG and 1.5 mg/mL (w/v) docetaxel, which was then added to a 2.2% (w/v) poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solution. The mixture was then vigorously shaken and subjected to sonication. The resulting nanosuspension was then left to stir for 2 h to let the organic solvent evaporate. The NPs were ultimately obtained after consecutive ultracentrifugation/washing steps with distilled water. The obtained nanoparticles were finally resuspended in 1% sucrose aqueous solution and freeze-dried. The freeze-dried nanoparticles were then kept at -20°C for further use.

NP characterization

NPs’ characteristics, including mean diameter/size distribution profile, polydispersity index (PDI), and zeta potential, were measured using Zetasizer (Nano-series, Nano ZS, model ZEN3600; Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). Nanoparticles were suspended in water prior to the measurements at 25°C. The drug loading and encapsulation efficiency of the preparation method were evaluated through extraction of docetaxel from freeze-dried PLGA or PLGA–PEG NP formulations. Briefly, acetone was added to 5 mg of NPs to dissolve both polymer and drug. The mixture was vortexed for 30 s and subjected to bath sonication for 30 min. Then, it was centrifuged for 20 min at 1,700× g. The supernatant was separated and preserved. Acetone was added to the precipitate, and the same procedure was repeated. The obtained supernatants from the first and second centrifugation steps were mixed and evaporated. Methanol was added to the residue to precipitate the polymer, vortexed for 30 s, and centrifuged for 20 min at 1,700× g. Docetaxel was then quantified in the supernatant using the mass spectrometry method described later.

Encapsulation efficiency of the preparation method and NPs’ drug loading were then calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Drug loading (\%) = } \frac{\text{Weight of drug in particles}}{\text{Weight of particles}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{Drug loading efficiency (\%) = } \frac{\text{Weight of drug in particles}}{\text{Initial weight of drug added}} \times 100
\]

Docetaxel release profile from NPs

To have an estimate of the rate and pattern of release of docetaxel encapsulated inside NPs, in vitro drug release test was performed on docetaxel-loaded PLGA and PLGA–PEG NP formulations. Briefly, 20 mg of NPs was resuspended in 4 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and placed at 37°C in a shaker incubator. At designated time points (1, 6, and 12 h, followed by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 days), the suspension was centrifuged at 12,000× g for 10 min and the supernatant was harvested. NPs were resuspended in fresh PBS in the original tube for further incubation. The supernatant was then extracted twice, and the extract was subjected to quantitative analysis by mass spectrometry.
Mass spectrometric method for rapid quantification of docetaxel

A mass spectrometry (MS/MS) method was developed and validated in our laboratory and used to quantitatively determine docetaxel in NPs and biological samples. Fragmentation pattern of docetaxel was determined as follows. The solution of docetaxel and paclitaxel (internal standard [IS]) in methanol containing 0.1% (v/v) formic acid was directly infused into the ionization source using a Model 11 Plus Syringe Pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA) at a flow rate of 10 μL/min into a Hybrid Triple Quadrupole/Linear Ion trap mass spectrometer (4000 QTRAP MS/MS System; AB Sciei, Framingham, MA, USA). Heater gas, nebulizer, and curtain gas pressure were set to 40, 40, and 30 psi, respectively. Turbo Ion Spray Source was adjusted to 5,500 V. Paclitaxel’s declustering potential (DP) and docetaxel’s DP were 55 and 46, respectively. The collision energy of paclitaxel and docetaxel was 93 and 21, respectively. For both docetaxel and paclitaxel, the collision cell exit potential was 18. Other parameters of the instrument were as follows: exit potential =10, collisionally activated dissociation =5, and interface heater =ON 150°C. Using positive electrospray ionization (+ESI), product-ion scans (MS/MS) were finally performed with appropriate set mass (parent m/z).

Based on the obtained fragmentation pattern of docetaxel and paclitaxel, four docetaxel fragments were selected for application in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) transitions and further docetaxel quantitation. A G1329A (1200 Series) Autosampler (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and a Quaternary Pump (1200 Series) were used to inject samples into the mass spectrometer. The flow rate of mobile phase, solution of 0.1% formic acid in methanol (isocratic elution), was set to 200 μL/min through a precolumn guard (Eclipse XDB-Rapid resolution, C18, 2.1 mm×30 mm, 3.5 μm; Agilent Technologies). Analyst software (version 1.6) was used for the quantitation step of corresponding docetaxel and paclitaxel MRM transitions.

Animal experiments

Animal experiments were conducted using 8-week-old female BALB/c mice after a 7-day period acclimatization in the Laboratory Animal Services Unit (LASU) of Health Sciences Building (University of Saskatchewan). A total of 96 mice were randomly divided into three groups with free access to food and water. Each group received 5 mg/kg of docetaxel formulation in the form of docetaxel-loaded PLGA NPs, docetaxel-loaded PLGA–PEG NPs, or docetaxel solution. Docetaxel formulations (200 μL) were injected through mouse tail vein. Then, at various time points (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 18, and 24 h) after dosing, mice were anesthetized and sacrificed by cardiopuncture for collection of blood. Organs, including the lung, heart, liver, and kidneys, were harvested and preserved in a freezer for later docetaxel extraction and analysis. Each time point was done in four replicates.

Biodistribution and pharmacokinetic analysis

For biodistribution studies, mouse organs were subjected to extraction procedure, and mass spectrometric analysis was performed to determine the concentration of docetaxel in each tissue. Then, the relationship between docetaxel concentration and time was determined by plotting the corresponding graphs. Pharmacokinetic analysis was performed using the collected mouse serum at different time points as follows. Briefly, the obtained blood was centrifuged for 5 min at 10,600×g. Serum was then separated from the rest of blood components and subjected to extraction procedure and further analyzed by mass spectrometer. Using GraphPad Prism software (Version 5.04), the plot of docetaxel concentration versus time was prepared. Noncompartmental pharmacokinetic analysis method was used to determine pharmacokinetically important parameters in mouse serum and other organs. Then, results from each study group were compared with each other. Pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated as follows:

1. **Elimination half-life** $(T_{1/2})$: Graphical relationship between docetaxel concentration at $y$-axis and time at $x$-axis was established. Docetaxel concentration at $y$-axis was then transformed to natural logarithm (ln) to convert the data into straight-line relationship. Then, data points from terminal elimination phase were used in nonlinear regression to plot a straight line \( Y = -K_cX + B \). Half-life was calculated as

\[
T_{1/2} = \frac{0.693}{K_c}
\]

where $K_c$ is the slope of plotted line from nonlinear regression analysis, $Y$ is the natural logarithm (ln) of concentration, $X$ is time, and $B$ is the intercept of terminal elimination phase line.

2. **Concentration at time zero** $(C_0)$: Residuals were calculated between the plotted line and data points at distribution phase. Using residual data points and regression analysis, a second line was plotted \( Y = -\alpha X + A \). $C_0$ was then calculated as

\[
C_0 = A + B
\]

where $A$ and $B$ are the intercepts from residual line and terminal elimination phase line, respectively. $Y$ is the natural logarithm (ln) of concentration, $X$ is time, and $\alpha$ is the slope of residual line.
3. Area under the serum concentration versus time curve (AUC): AUC from time zero \( (C_0) \) until 24 h was calculated by software. AUC from \( t=24 \) h to infinity was calculated as

\[
AUC_{(24\rightarrow\infty)} = C_{24}/K_e
\]

Therefore, total AUC was calculated as

\[
AUC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)} = AUC_{(0\rightarrow24)} + AUC_{(24\rightarrow\infty)}
\]

4. Clearance (Cl): Docetaxel Cl was calculated as

\[
Cl = \frac{\text{dose}}{AUC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)}}
\]

where, dose is the amount of docetaxel injected intravenously and \( AUC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)} \) is the total AUC.

5. Volume of distribution \( (V_d) \):

\[
V_d = \frac{(\text{dose})}{(AUC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)}) \times (K_e)}
\]

6. Area under the moment curve (AUMC): The product of concentration (including \( C_0 \)) multiplied by time at each time point was calculated (ie, concentration \( \times \) time). Then, the graphical relationship between docetaxel concentration \( \times \) time at y-axis and time at x-axis was established. AUMC from time zero until \( t=24 \) h was calculated by software. AUMC from 24 h to infinity was calculated as

\[
AUMC_{(24\rightarrow\infty)} = [((C_{24} \times t_{24})/(K_e)) + [(C_{24})/(K_e)^2]]
\]

Therefore, total AUMC was calculated as

\[
AUMC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)} = AUMC_{(0\rightarrow24)} + AUMC_{(24\rightarrow\infty)}
\]

7. Mean residence time (MRT): The MRT of docetaxel was calculated as

\[
MRT = \frac{AUC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)}}{AUC_{(0\rightarrow\infty)}}
\]

Statistical analysis

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the mean of different treatment groups. A \( P \)-value of \(<0.05\) was considered statistically significant, unless otherwise stated.

Results and discussion

In vitro NP characteristics

Table 1 exhibits the various characteristics of fabricated NP formulations. Docetaxel-loaded PLGA NPs had an average diameter of 123.6±9.5 nm, a PDI of 0.245±0.041, and a zeta potential of \(-28.3±1.2\) mV. However, PLGA–PEG nanoparticles exhibited a unidistributed population (ie, PDI 0.103±0.100) with 186.7±2.9 nm average diameter and \(-25.9±3.5\) mV zeta potential. Drug loading of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs was calculated to be 5.58±0.24 μg/mg NP (ie, 37.25±1.60% drug-loading efficiency) and 8.89±0.10 μg/mg NP (ie, 59.30±0.70% drug-loading efficiency), respectively. Both types of NP formulations demonstrated size ranges that were considered to be suitable for IV administration for long-circulating sustained-release properties. Size plays an important part in determining the biofate of NPs upon administration to the body.\(^{25,26}\) It is believed that a size range of \(<10\) nm results in the removal of NPs by renal filtration.\(^{27,28}\) However, it is shown that NPs with hydrodynamic radii of \(>200\) nm demonstrate a higher rate of Cl compared to the ones with lower size range.\(^{29}\) In other

| Table 1 Characteristics of various NP formulations |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| NP formulation | Average size (nm) | PDI | Zeta potential (mV) | Drug loading (%) | Loading efficiency (%) |
| PLGA | | | | |
| Plain NPs | 140.0±9.0 | 0.299±0.054 | −20.9±2.0 | − | − |
| DTX-loaded NPs | 123.6±9.5 | 0.245±0.041 | −28.3±1.2 | 0.560±0.025 | 37.25±1.60 |
| PLGA–PEG | | | | | |
| Plain NPs | 180.8±8.2 | 0.100±0.004 | −26.7±4.9 | − | − |
| DTX-loaded NPs | 186.7±2.9 | 0.103±0.100 | −25.9±3.5 | 0.889±0.010 | 59.30±0.70 |

Note: Data represents mean ± standard deviation (n=3).

Abbreviations: PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PDI, polydispersity index; PLGA, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; NP, nanoparticle.
words, very small particles can be rapidly cleared from the systemic circulation via renal filtration, while very big particles have the potential to become entrapped inside the organs of reticuloendothelial system (RES), such as liver, spleen, and bone marrow.25

The negative zeta potential values of fabricated docetaxel-loaded PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs suit IV administration as well. Surface characteristics such as zeta potential affect the fate of nanoparticles in the systemic circulation.30 Positively charged NPs have a higher rate of cell uptake and Cl when compared to neutral and negatively charged formulations.31 The presence of negatively charged serum proteins can lead to formation of aggregates after IV administration of positively charged NPs.32 These aggregates can secondarily be entrapped inside RES organs or result in embolism in blood capillaries.29,33–35

The fate of NPs in the body has also been correlated to the surface properties. The surface decoration of nanoparticles with PEG, a flexible, neutral, and hydrophilic polymer, forms a barrier-like layer that sterically hinders the surface of the original nanoparticle.36,37 Other than steric hindrance, it confers a hydrophilic neutral attribute to the surface of nanoparticles that works as a layer opposing the interaction of the NP surface and other materials (eg, opsonins and proteins). This provides efficient protection to NPs and gives long-circulation properties to PEGylated NPs.29,38,39

Docetaxel release profile from NPs
Release pattern of docetaxel from PLGA and PLGA–PEG NP formulations are shown in Figure 1. As exhibited, both formulations demonstrate an initial burst release during the first 24 h of incubation. This initial burst can be attributed to the drug molecules embedded at outermost layers of the NP and those adsorbed to the surface of the particles. The obtained profile after the initial burst is in favor of a sustained-release pattern for both types of NPs. This has resulted in an overall 25% and 49% drug depletion from PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, respectively. Diffusion of the drug, erosion, swelling of the polymer matrix, and degradation of the polymer are considered to be the main mechanisms for drug release.40 This sustained-release behavior is attributed to the slow degradation rate of polymers,41 and therefore release of docetaxel from the NPs is dependent mainly on drug diffusion and matrix erosion.42

It is evident that PLGA–PEG NPs demonstrate higher and faster drug release profile compared to PLGA NPs. This difference could be accounted for the role of PEG chain moieties at the surface of PLGA–PEG NPs. PEG molecules can attract water to the surface of NPs, result in more pronounced wetting/hydration of PLGA–PEG NPs;43 and ultimately bring about higher release percentages compared to naked PLGA NPs. Other than surface properties, differences in characteristics such as particle size, hardness, and porosity can potentially result in varied drug release profiles.44 However, other studies have demonstrated the biphasic release behavior of docetaxel from PLGA45–48 and PLGA–PEG NPs.45,46,49

Pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of docetaxel
Docetaxel in mouse serum
Docetaxel serum concentration versus time curve for drug-loaded NPs and solution of free drug after IV injection to mice is demonstrated in Figure 2. The concentration of docetaxel in all formulations demonstrates a gradual declining trend. Drug concentration due to docetaxel solution is significantly lower.
than that of NP formulations throughout the study period being detectable in serum only up to 12 h. This is attributed to the large $V_d$ of docetaxel and its binding affinity to various tissues.\textsuperscript{50–52} In fact, although docetaxel is highly bound to proteins of plasma, such as albumin and acid glycoproteins,\textsuperscript{55} docetaxel can escape the blood and get distributed to various organs immediately after IV injection of the drug solution.\textsuperscript{34} This is why docetaxel concentrations in serum have dropped fairly rapidly compared to NP formulations during the first few time points followed by a rapid elimination phase. However, docetaxel nanoparticle formulations maintained the serum concentration of the drug up to 24 h postinjection. This is attributed to the role of NPs as long-circulating sustained-release drug delivery vehicles. Several studies have demonstrated the contribution of docetaxel-loaded nanoparticles in maintaining docetaxel concentration levels in the blood compared to the free solution of drug.\textsuperscript{47,55–58} Up to 4 h after injection, drug concentration due to PLGA NPs is higher than that of PLGA–PEG NPs. This is while after 4 h, drug concentration due to PLGA–PEG NPs becomes dominant. This is considered to be due to the differences in size (ie, larger average size of PLGA–PEG NPs) and surface properties (ie, hydrophilic surface of PEGylated NPs) between nanoparticle formulations that ultimately contribute to different biodistribution and entrapment levels in other organs.

Table 2 demonstrates docetaxel’s important pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse serum. Compared to free docetaxel formulation, both types of NPs have resulted in a decrease in elimination rate ($K_e$) of drug from serum ($P<0.05$), which is reflected in their corresponding half-lives. This is particularly evident in case of PLGA–PEG nanoparticles increasing docetaxel’s elimination half-life ($T_{1/2}$) by ~3.7-fold compared to free drug solution. This change is attributed to the presence of PEG moiety on the surface of PLGA NPs and its role in conferring characteristics to nanoparticles to evade the Cl mechanisms of the body.\textsuperscript{21,57,58} As a result, the level of serum exposure of docetaxel (AUC) is increased in case of PLGA–PEG NPs followed by PLGA NPs compared to that obtained from free drug solution ($P<0.05$). This is in agreement with the results obtained by other studies evaluating the effect of docetaxel loading in PLGA NPs on docetaxel pharmacokinetics.\textsuperscript{46,58} In turn, this has contributed to the pronounced reduction in levels of docetaxel CI from serum when NP formulations have been used. Compared to free drug solution, docetaxel CI demonstrates a significant decrease (ie, 3.6- and 5-fold for PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, respectively) when NP formulations were used ($P<0.05$). Both NP formulations have lowered docetaxel’s $V_d$ ($P<0.05$). $V_d$ of docetaxel decreased from 383 mL in case of free drug solution to 150 and 290 mL in case of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, respectively. This reduction is more pronounced in case of PLGA NPs than in case of PLGA–PEG NPs. The reason is that PLGA–PEG NPs have both increased the serum exposure to docetaxel (AUC) and decreased the serum elimination rate of docetaxel in parallel ($P<0.05$). Furthermore, the MRT of docetaxel demonstrates statistically significant difference ($P<0.05$) between treatment groups. MRTs exhibited ~4.8- and 2.4-fold increases in case of PLGA–PEG (18.46 h) and PLGA (9.29 h) NPs, respectively, compared to the solution of docetaxel (3.81 h). It means that PLGA NPs and particularly PLGA–PEG NPs (as delivery vehicles) have increased the average transit time of docetaxel molecules through the body.

### Docetaxel in mouse liver

Figure 3 exhibits concentration versus time profile of docetaxel in mouse liver after IV administration of

---

**Table 2** DTX pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse serum after IV injection of different drug formulations ($n=6$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DTX formulation</th>
<th>T$_{1/2}$ (h)*</th>
<th>DTX solution</th>
<th>PLGA NPs</th>
<th>PLGA–PEG NPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>4.30±0.17</td>
<td>6.05±0.78</td>
<td>15.87±1.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Cl}$ (mL/h)*</td>
<td>61.79±15.61</td>
<td>17.23±7.16</td>
<td>12.54±4.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC (ng/mL h)*</td>
<td>1.68±3.73</td>
<td>6.60±2.65</td>
<td>9.22±4.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_d$ (mL)*</td>
<td>383.57±96.44</td>
<td>150.81±74.18</td>
<td>290±116.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT (h)*</td>
<td>3.81±0.23</td>
<td>9.29±0.45</td>
<td>18.46±2.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Statistical significant difference between treatment groups.

**Abbreviations:** T$_{1/2}$, half-life; $\text{Cl}$, volume of distribution; AUC, area under the curve; $V_d$, clearance; IV, intravenous; MRT, mean residence time; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLGA, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; NP, nanoparticle; PK, pharmacokinetic.

---

**Figure 3** Docetaxel concentration in mouse liver versus time after IV injection of different drug formulations at a dose of 5 mg/kg ($n=4$).

**Note:** Statistical significant difference between treatment groups.

**Abbreviations:** IV, intravenous; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLGA, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; NP, nanoparticle.
various drug formulations. The gradual declining trend in docetaxel concentration over time is evident for all drug formulations. Docetaxel from free drug solution is seen in liver only up to 12 h. This is while in case of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, docetaxel is seen in the liver up to 18 and 24 h, respectively. Although docetaxel concentration due to PLGA–PEG NPs is lower than that of free drug solution and PLGA NPs during the first four time points (ie, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 h), it becomes dominant over the last four time points (ie, 6, 12, 18, and 24 h). This can generally be attributed to the size distribution of PLGA–PEG NPs. Compared to PLGA NPs, PLGA–PEG NPs possess a higher particle size range and therefore can better come into contact with Kupffer cells of hepatic lobules as well as liver sinusoidal endothelial cells, get entrapped more easily in liver sinusoids, and ultimately remain in the liver for a longer time.\(^5\) Accordingly, Park et al\(^6\) demonstrated the association of liver and hepatic cells in liver filtering PLGA NPs from systemic circulation. In their study, PLGA NPs were highly localized in sinusoidal area, while Kupffer cells largely retained administered NPs. Therefore, we can conclude that, over time, PLGA NPs because of their lower particle size ranges would have less chance of entrapment in the liver.\(^6\) Consequently, PLGA–PEG NPs tend to remain in the liver for a longer period of time. That is the main reason why the elimination half-life of docetaxel in liver due to PLGA–PEG NPs is significantly higher than that of free docetaxel solution and PLGA NPs \((P<0.05)\). Accordingly, the AUC of docetaxel concentration versus time for different formulations was as follows: PLGA–PEG NPs > PLGA NPs > free docetaxel solution (no statistically significant difference). This justifies the contribution of PLGA–PEG NPs to lower liver Cl levels compared to PLGA NPs and free drug solution \((P<0.05)\). Throughout the study period, drug concentration from PLGA NPs was higher than that from free docetaxel solution.

Pharmacokinetic parameters of docetaxel in mouse liver are listed in Table 3. \(T_{1/2}\) of docetaxel in liver increased from 6.15 h in case of free drug solution to 8.15 and 19.03 h in case of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs \((P<0.05)\). Parallel to \(T_{1/2}\), the Cl of docetaxel tends to decrease when NP formulations are used \((ie, 1.5- and 1.9-fold for PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, respectively)\ (\(P<0.05)\). However, MRT of docetaxel is increased from 7.31 h (free drug solution) to 9.29 and 28.3 h when PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs were used, respectively. The role of PLGA–PEG NPs in increasing docetaxel’s MRT in liver can potentially be used to target localized cancer tissues in liver.\(^5\)

### Table 3 DTX pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse liver after IV injection of different drug formulations \((n=4)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>PK parameter</th>
<th>DTX solution</th>
<th>PLGA NPs</th>
<th>PLGA–PEG NPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>(T_{1/2}) (h)*</td>
<td>6.15±0.77</td>
<td>8.15±0.47</td>
<td>19.03±6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cl (mL/h)*</td>
<td>6.38±1.54</td>
<td>4.21±1.08</td>
<td>3.41±1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC (ng/mL h)</td>
<td>16.45±9.610</td>
<td>24.55±15.373</td>
<td>38.98±29.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRT (h)*</td>
<td>7.31±1.37</td>
<td>9.29±0.50</td>
<td>28.30±11.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *Statistically significant difference between treatment groups.

**Abbreviations:** T\(_{1/2}\), half-life; AUC, area under the curve; Cl, clearance; IV, intravenous; MRT, mean residence time; Peg, poly(ethylene glycol); Plga, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; NP, nanoparticle; PK, pharmacokinetic.

### Docetaxel in mouse kidney

Figure 4 demonstrates docetaxel concentration in mouse kidney at various time points after IV injection of three different drug formulations to mice. Docetaxel concentration demonstrates a declining trend throughout the study period and is detectable up to 24 h in all formulations except PLGA–PEG NPs, which is detectable up to 18 h. PLGA NPs demonstrate a significant contribution to docetaxel concentration in mouse kidney compared to other formulations \((P<0.05)\). The average size of PLGA NPs is ~120 nm, while PLGA–PEG NPs possess a larger average size range \((ie, 180 \text{ nm})\). Average size is an important determinant of the fate and biodistribution of particles.\(^6\) However, it is generally considered that particles with an average size of \(\leq 10 \text{ nm}\) are filtered in the kidneys.\(^3\) Therefore, the difference in NP size is not considered to be responsible for the different biodistribution behaviors between PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs. Both types of NPs can potentially get entrapped in kidney capillary bed.\(^6\) Rather, PLGA nanoparticles with unmodified surface can get entrapped more. This is while PLGA–PEG NPs due to the presence of PEG moiety on the surface tend to remain in the blood circulation.\(^6\)

![Figure 4 Docetaxel concentration in mouse kidney versus time after IV injection of different drug formulations at a dose of 5 mg/kg \((n=4)\).](https://www.dovepress.com/10.2147/IJN.S173719)

**Note:** *Statistically significant difference between treatment groups.

**Abbreviations:** IV, intravenous; Peg, poly(ethylene glycol); Plga, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; NP, nanoparticle.
Table 4 exhibits docetaxel’s pharmacokinetic parameters in kidney subsequent to IV administration of various drug formulations. Docetaxel’s $T_{1/2}$ in kidney tends to decrease ($P<0.05$) when loaded into PLGA–PEG NPs compared to free solution of drug (ie, from 7.54 to 4.91 h). This is while loading of NPs in PLGA NPs has contributed to a 1.5-fold increase in docetaxel $T_{1/2}$ ($P<0.05$). This is again attributed to the difference in surface properties between NP formulations. The Cl of docetaxel in kidney is almost the same for PLGA–PEG NP and free drug formulation (2.55 and 2.13 mL/h, respectively) ($P>0.05$) compared to that for PLGA NPs (1.09 mL/h) ($P<0.05$). In addition, MRT of docetaxel in kidney is increased and decreased in case of PLGA (13.10 h) and PLGA–PEG NPs (5.72 h), respectively, than in case of free docetaxel solution (8.46 h). PLGA–PEG nanoparticles have contributed to a lower AUC. It means that PLGA–PEG NPs demonstrate less kidney exposure compared to other formulations ($P<0.05$).

Docetaxel in mouse heart

Changes in docetaxel concentration in mouse heart versus time after IV administration of drug-loaded PLGA NPs, PLGA–PEG NPs, and solution of free drug are demonstrated in Figure 5. In contrast to PLGA–PEG NPs showing a relatively constant level of docetaxel in heart during the first few time points, docetaxel concentration due to PLGA NPs and free drug solution demonstrates a declining trend throughout the study time ($P>0.05$). In addition, the concentration of docetaxel provided by PLGA–PEG NPs is significantly lower ($P<0.05$) than that obtained from other drug formulations particularly during the first few time points. Docetaxel concentration from PLGA–PEG NPs demonstrates minimal variations during the distribution phase.

Generally, after injection of drug formulations into the systemic circulation, they are taken to the mouse heart.67

![Figure 5 Docetaxel concentration in mouse heart versus time after IV injection of different drug formulations as a dose of 3 mg/kg (n=4).](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Note:** *Statistically significant difference between treatment groups.

**Abbreviations:** IV, intravenous; Peg, poly(ethylene glycol); Plga, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; Np, nanoparticle.

During this visit, a high portion of NPs can get trapped there and result in high levels of docetaxel detected in the heart. In contrast to PLGA NPs, PLGA–PEG NPs (with surface modification) tend to demonstrate lower levels of entrapment in the heart. Later, blood flow can wash away trapped NPs from capillary bed of the heart. Microtubules are the major component of cytoskeleton of myocytes that contribute to structural integrity of cardiac cells.68 Docetaxel has a high affinity for microtubules.69 The first pass of docetaxel formulation from heart (being a microtubule-rich tissue) and the high affinity that docetaxel has for microtubules result in the accumulation of docetaxel in heart. This might be the reason why free solution of docetaxel has resulted in high concentrations in heart tissue compared to NP formulations.

Loading of docetaxel in NPs has modified the pharmacokinetic parameters of the drug in mouse heart (Table 5). Half-life of docetaxel in heart demonstrates a decrease from 21.74 h (free drug solution) to 11.34 and 14.00 h in case of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NP formulations, respectively ($P<0.05$). It is due to high levels of docetaxel tissue

![Table 4 DTX pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse kidney after IV injection of different drug formulations (n=4).](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Abbreviations:** $T_{1/2}$, half-life; AFC, area under the curve; Cl, clearance; IV, intravenous; MRT, mean residence time; Peg, poly(ethylene glycol); Plga, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; Np, nanoparticle; PK, pharmacokinetic.

![Table 5 DTX pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse heart after IV injection of different drug formulations (n=4).](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Abbreviations:** $T_{1/2}$, half-life; AFC, area under the curve; Cl, clearance; IV, intravenous; MRT, mean residence time; Peg, poly(ethylene glycol); Plga, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; Np, nanoparticle; PK, pharmacokinetic.
accumulation in the heart after the injection of free docetaxel solution due to drug’s high affinity for cardiac tissue. This is while for heart, only a small increment is evident in Cl of docetaxel when NP formulations are used, that is, 1.28 and 2.14 mL/h for PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, respectively, and 1.12 mL/h for free solution of docetaxel (P > 0.05). However, surface modification of PEGylated NPs can potentially contribute to less entrapment and therefore less AUC of docetaxel concentration versus time for PLGA–PEG NP formulation. However, PLGA NPs with unmodified surface demonstrate higher entrapment and consequently higher AUC. However, the difference between the AUC of treatment groups was not statistically significant (P > 0.05). This is while MRT demonstrates a decrement in case of both NP formulations (17.36 and 20.71 h for PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs, respectively) compared to the free docetaxel solution (28.08 h) (P > 0.05). Theoretically, NP formulations have the chance to be gradually washed away from the heart after initial entrance to heart tissue postinjection. This could have influenced the T_{1/2} of docetaxel due to nanoparticles compared to free solution of drug.

Docetaxel in mouse lung

Figure 6 exhibits concentration versus time profile of docetaxel in mouse lung after IV administration of various docetaxel formulations. Docetaxel levels in the lung were high during the first time points (ie, up to 2 h) particularly for PLGA NPs and free drug solution. Later, docetaxel levels showed a significant decrease from time point 4 to 24 h. Drug formulations are considered to enter mouse heart and lung immediately postinjection.67 In other words, after injection, significant influx of a large portion of injected material happens to the lung. Consequently, there is the chance that docetaxel from free drug solution accumulates in the lung. Later, with further recirculation of blood in the lungs, docetaxel concentration tends to decrease gradually. However, NPs can get trapped in the lung immediately after IV injection being a result of lung capillary filtration effects.70 NPs can become physically entrapped in the lung or get recognized by the lung phagocytic macrophages. PLGA NPs appear to contribute to higher docetaxel concentrations in lung compared to PLGA–PEG NPs (during the first few time points) (P < 0.05). Considering their lower size range (compared to PLGA–PEG NPs), surface-unmodified PLGA NPs are easily taken up in the lung. Esmaeili et al77 reported a significant amount of NP entrapment in mice lung after IV injection of PLGA NPs. In other words, based on docetaxel concentration–time profile, PLGA–PEG NPs demonstrate less accumulation in lung.

Doxetaxel pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse lung after IV injection of different drug formulations are summarized in Table 6. PLGA–PEG NPs show the lowest half-life (4.12 h) for docetaxel in mouse lung compared to other formulations (12.57 and 7.40 h for free drug solution and PLGA NPs, respectively) (P < 0.05). Tendency of PLGA–PEG NPs to remain in the systemic circulation might be the reason for this. The Cl of docetaxel tends to increase from 0.53 mL/h in case of free drug solution to 1.12 mL/h (~2-fold) in case of PLGA NPs and 2.29 mL/h (~4.3-fold) in case of PLGA–PEG NPs. NP formulations demonstrate to decrease the MRT of docetaxel to 5.95 h (2.88-fold) (PLGA NPs) and 5.37 h (3.2-fold) (PLGA–PEG NPs) compared to the free solution of drug (17.19 h) (P < 0.05). All these changes indicate the contribution of PLGA and PLGA–PEG NPs to lower delivery, distribution, retention, and residence of docetaxel in lungs compared to the free solution of docetaxel (P < 0.05). This is potentially helpful in deviating the delivery of docetaxel away from the lung.

Table 6 DTX pharmacokinetic parameters in mouse lung after IV injection of different drug formulations (n=4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue PK parameter</th>
<th>DTX formulation</th>
<th>PLGA NPs</th>
<th>PLGA–PEG NPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{1/2} (h)*</td>
<td>12.57±1.24</td>
<td>7.40±0.65</td>
<td>4.12±0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl (mL/h)*</td>
<td>0.53±0.06</td>
<td>1.12±0.49</td>
<td>2.29±1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC (ng/mL·h)*</td>
<td>190.20±19.402</td>
<td>98.82±38.035</td>
<td>59.60±40.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT (h)*</td>
<td>17.19±4.49</td>
<td>5.95±1.69</td>
<td>5.37±0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Statistically significant difference between treatment groups.

Abbreviations: T_{1/2}, half-life; AUC, area under the curve; Cl, clearance; IV, intravenous; MRT, mean residence time; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol); PLGA, poly(lactide-co-glycolide); DTX, docetaxel; NP, nanoparticle; PK, pharmacokinetic.
Conclusion
The method of NP fabrication used here provided NPs with characteristics suitable for an IV sustained-release drug delivery system. The average particle sizes (~120 nm for PLGA and 180 nm for PEGylated PLGA nanoparticles) of <200 nm were considered to be at a range suitable to evade both filtration in RES organs and filtration in kidneys. The negative surface zeta potential values of NPs were in favor of long-circulating NPs in the blood. Fabricated NPs demonstrated a biphasic in vitro release profile. It was in fact favorable because the burst release phase potentially provides a loading dose of docetaxel followed by the release of drug in a sustained manner.

Association of docetaxel with PLGA and PEGylated PLGA NPs modified the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of docetaxel. Accordingly, the mode of changes made to pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of docetaxel is attributed to the size and surface properties of NPs. Loading of docetaxel in NPs contributed to an increased blood residence time of docetaxel fulfilling NP’s role as a long-circulating sustained-release drug delivery system. Surface modification of NPs, however, contributed to more pronounced blood concentrations of docetaxel, confirming the role of PEG in helping NPs evade from CI mechanisms present in the systemic circulation and the body. The role of NP’s average size in modifying the biodistribution is also evident. The obtained data from pharmacokinetics and biodistribution studies provide valuable insight about the relationship between NPs’ characteristics and their in vivo behaviors, which can be used to further manipulate PLGA nanoparticles for cancer chemotherapy.
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